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‘Marr delivers a must-read book for anyone in business. It will help you focus on the metrics that really
matter.’ Gerry Pimm, Strategy, Planning & Performance Manager, Citizens Advice
‘Bernard Marr's book is an incredibly valuable resource for any manager. Marr has hit the bullseye: extremely
clear, concise, well-organised, and, most importantly, immensely practical.’ Dean R. Spitzer, PhD, author
of Transforming Performance Measurement
A practical guide to the most powerful financial and non-financial performance indicators
vital for every business.

Performance indicators are essential tools which will tell you if your business is on target or veering off course.
Using the right indicators will help you deliver the right results.
Key Performance Indicators cuts straight to the 75 + KPIs that matter. It explains what key performance indicators
are, gives you short overviews of each metric and describes how to use the measure effectively. There are worked
examples throughout which will equip you with the skills to understand, assess and interpret the most important
aspects of any business.
From net profit margin, to customer satisfaction through to brand equity, six sigma and employee engagement,
the book gives you all the essential performance indicators.
Author Bio
Bernard Marr is a leading global authority and best-selling author on organisational performance and business
success. He regularly advises leading companies, organisations and governments across the globe, making him an
acclaimed and award-winning keynote speaker, researcher, consultant and teacher. He is acknowledged by
the CEO Journal as one of today’s leading business brains. Bernard has written a number of seminal books and
over 200 high profile reports and articles on managing organisational performance.
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Is there a secret to successful study? The answer is ‘yes’! There are some essential skills and smart strategies
that will help you to improve your results at university.
Using proven techniques and tips to help you focus your efforts and develop successful study skills and
strategies, THE STUDY SKILLS BOOKprovides practical answers to questions such as:
•
•
•

What do lecturers expect from you in a tutorial?
What’s the best way to plan an essay or dissertation?
Where should you concentrate your efforts for maximum impact?

This book is an essential practical resource for all students who want to improve their performance and succeed in
their studies:
•
•
•

All key study skills are covered including essay writing, revision and exams, tutorials, and dissertations
Practical solutions are presented for the most common problems
A common-sense, no-nonsense approach is offered using practical checklists and tips

Author Bio
Jonathan Weyers and Kathleen McMillan both work at the University of Dundee. Both have been teaching and
lecturing for over 25 years and latterly have specialised in the transferable skills area. They have a track record of
collaborative writing and achievement in this area.
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What does it take to really shine in any interview?
Learn how to recognise your strengths and play to them, how to deal with your weak spots and avoid panic and
clichéd answers. Discover the art of turning every question to your advantage and learn the secrets behind a
brilliant answer, so you will always know the right thing to say.
With over 200 of the most commonly-asked questions and ideal answers, this is the book that will make sure that
you are ready to handle anything an interviewer throws at you.
BRILLIANT OUTCOMES
•
•
•

Learn how to turn any question to your advantage
Feel prepared and in control – no matter what questions are asked
Be ready and able to show your strengths

Author Bio
Susan Hodgson previously ran a university careers service and worked closely with students preparing them to
take many of the tests covered here and helping them to deal with the results. She also worked closely with
employers helping them to use her practising students as guinea pigs for some of their aptitude test
development. Susan's own first degree is in psychology and she now works as an independent careers consultant
and writer.
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Brilliant Networking, 2/e
What The Best Networkers Know, Say and Do
Steven D'Souza
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'After reading this book you'll want to say YES to any networking opportunity.' - John Bird MBE, founder of The Big
Issue
Network your way to personal and professional success.
Whether you are going after your dream job, branching out and starting your own business or you simply want to
meet new people, Brilliant Networking is your stepping stone to raising your profile in all aspects of life. It’s packed
full of tips and techniques from the most successful networkers around - you’ll find everything you need to
network confidently and effectively. The second edition now includes two bonus chapters on how to increase your
social capital, and networking activities.
BRILLIANT OUTCOMES
•
•
•

Get the vision and motivation of a brilliant networker
Learn the art of networking conversation
Successfully build and maintain your network

Author Bio
Steven D’Souza is the Founder and Director of Deeper Learning. He is an international educator with experience in
the fields of HR, leadership and talent management, diversity and organisational development. He has trained in
Gestalt psychology for groups and individuals, ontological coaching and is an experienced executive coach,
working frequently with senior teams including at the CEO level.
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Brilliant Passing Numerical Reasoning Tests
Everything you need to know to understand how to practise
for and pass numerical reasoning tests

Rob Williams
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Prepare. Practise. Perform. Succeed!
Are you chasing a job that you really want, but need to take a numerical reasoning test to get it?
With the help of this book, you’ll sharpen your skills and quickly become confident in your ability to pass.
Written by a psychologist with years of test-writing experience, it’s packed with examples of every kind of test and
will take you through everything you need to pass with flying colours.
· Feel practised, prepared and confident
· Be ready to take on any type of test
· Develop a strategy to maximise your performance
With plenty of tips, tricks and practise tests to help you, no matter what level or type of test you face, prepare to
succeed!
Author Bio
Rob Williams offers a range of freelance psychometric test design services specializing in the design of ability tests,
situational judgement tests, personality questionnaires, realistic job previews and career choice tests.
Rob has led a UK-wide project managing over twenty occupational psychologists including leading global
psychometricians. A range of situational judgement tests, ability tests (numerical reasoning, verbal reasoning,
problem-solving and spatial), motivation & personality questionnaires and realistic job previews were developed
over a fourteen-month period for Army Officers and soldiers.
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Brilliant Passing Verbal Reasoning Tests
Everything you need to know to practice and pass verbal
reasoning tests

Rob Williams
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Prepare. Practice. Perform. Succeed!
Are you chasing a job that you really want, but need to take a verbal reasoning test to get it?
With the help of this book, you’ll sharpen your skills and quickly become confident in your ability to pass.
Written by a psychologist with years of test-writing experience, it’s packed with examples of every kind of test and
will take you through everything you need to pass with flying colours.
· Feel practiced, prepared and confident
· Be ready to take on any type of test
· Develop a strategy to maximise your performance
With plenty of tips, tricks and practice tests to help you, no matter what level or type of test you face, prepare to
succeed!
Author Bio
Rob Williams offers a range of freelance psychometric test design services specializing in the design of ability tests,
situational judgement tests, personality questionnaires, realistic job previews and career choice tests.
Rob has led a UK-wide project managing over twenty occupational psychologists including leading global
psychometricians. A range of situational judgement tests, ability tests (numerical reasoning, verbal reasoning,
problem-solving and spatial), motivation & personality questionnaires and realistic job previews were developed
over a fourteen-month period for Army Officers and soldiers.
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Brilliant Positive Thinking
Transform Your Outlook and Face the Future With
Confidence and Optimism

Sue Hadfield
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Positive thinking is about being able to accept the ups and the downs of life, to feel grateful for what we have and
to look forward to the future.
Brilliant Positive Thinking will show you how to reap the benefits of positive thinking, giving you the necessary the
tools to make the most of your life, whatever you have experienced.
Includes:
· Information on transforming negative feelings to positive feelings in simple steps
· Guidance on how to deal with negative people and lessening their influence on you
· Identifying your emotional ‘triggers’ and learning to control them
Author Bio
Sue Hadfield has taught English in comprehensive schools for twenty years. She has spent the last ten years
teaching adults creative writing, study skills, assertiveness, and career and personal development at University of
Sussex and for community groups. Sue has co-authored How to be assertive and Bounce for Pearson Education.
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Key Management Ratios, 4/e
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THE CLEAREST GUIDE TO THE CRITICAL NUMBERS THAT DRIVE YOUR BUSINESS
Financial measures are critical for business success and if you’re a manager, for your career. That may scare some
people. But here’s the good news: there is a relatively small number of essential management ratios with which
you can measure any aspect of business performance you need to. If you can master these, you will have a firm
grip of business finance and need never be put off by the numbers again.
Key Management Ratios cuts straight to the measures that matter. It shows you what they are and explains
exactly how they show just what’s going on in your company. Its clarity of explanation and unique visual
presentation will help you quickly understand everything you need to know about business ratios.
Key Management Ratiosis an antidote to any fear of finance. Drawing data from 200 companies worldwide, the
book brings clarity and simplicity to its explanation of every measure and shows how they all link together to drive
your business.
From cash flow and profit to ROI and ROTA, its unique approach remains as classic as ever, bringing a simple and
visual understanding to a complex subject.
Author Bio
Ciaran Walsh is Senior Specialist Finance at the Irish Management Institute, Dublin. He is trained both as an
economist and an accountant and had 15 years industry experience before joining the academic world.
His work with senior managers over many years has enabled him to develop his own unique approach to training
corporate finance. As a consequence, he has lectured in most European countries, and the Middle East. His main
research interest is to identify and computerize the links that tie corporate growth and capital structure into stock
market valuation.
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